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JURANDE aims to source and curate timeless
artisan-made products – from the forgotten corners

of the world into your home.



JURANDE is not just a brand, but an

emotion celebrating glamorous fair

trade and indigenous artisanship

from across the world.
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OUR VALUES



You are unique and your interior should reflect that. Wemade it

our mission to conjugate mindfulness and beauty, to create one-

of-a-kind home decoration especially for you.

JURANDE represents authenticity and elegance by effortlessly

adding comfort and beauty to your life.

BEAUTIFUL
& UNIQUE
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HAND
MADE

Fully hand-crafted, all our products

are unique and tell their own story.

They reflect skills and techniques

passed down through generations of

incredible artisanship.



We believe design should be synonymous with ethics and

sustainability. Not only do we promote this in our use of natural

rawmaterials and use of methods gentle on the environment

such as vegetal dyeing, but we also ensure we pay our artisans

fairly and give them the recognition they truly deserve.

ETHICAL
& SUSTAINABLE
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Sayantani Mitra

CO-FOUNDER & SALES MANAGER

Like Imane, Sayantani is a fellow advocate for fair-trade

practices – JURANDE provides that seamless mixture of

exquisite artisanship and just trade practices. She grew

up in Calcutta, in India. She holds a degree in

Anthropology, is an avid reader, she loves writing, and

especially enjoys writing about causes she cares about.

She is determined that this venture will elevate the

status of artisanal craft and those who produce it.

Imane Douali

FOUNDER & CEO

The first seeds of JURANDE came to being one

afternoon as Imane desperately sought unique and fair-

trade items in an attempt to decorate her quaint

Parisian apartment. Growing up in Casablanca, she has

always felt strongly about supporting fair-trade

practices. She is motivated by a will to promote the

know-how in art artisanship across the globe, with a

special focus on developing countries, some of which are

home to exquisite hand crafted goods.

OUR TEAM
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ARTISANS
COLLECTION
Our artisans are at the core of this venture. It has been an

absolute pleasure getting to know them and to learn their

stories of hardship and success. They have led incredible lives

and we share their dedication and passion in keeping indigenous

artisanship very much alive in this day and age of mass

consumerism. Their expertise, know-how, and skills are

unparalleled and our products are proof of this. We are proud to

be able to work with them and to showcase their work.



There are numerous techniques and

skills which have been developed

over generations by artisans; these

are now at the brink of extinction.

JURANDE is determined in its

mission to revive these techniques

and bring their beauty to your home.
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TECHNIQUES
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Weaving is one of this country’s most significant cultural

expressions. It is the thread that connects the past with the

present, utility with artistry. Moroccan rugs and blankets, hand

woven on looms by women in the AtlasMountains are admired

and exported throughout the world.

100% natural hand-spun wool from the High Atlas Region is

used to make our rugs. The entire process of production is done

manually using natural rawmaterials including the use of

vegetal dyeing.

Our rugs are luxurious and perfect for any room, decor and

style—from ScandinavianMinimalist interiors to eclectic

Bohemian spaces. Our rugs can be customised to suit your

specific colour schemes and placement requirements.
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BRASS
WORK
The souk of Fez resonates with the sounds of hammer against

metal as blacksmiths with skills handed down through the

generations create intricate chandeliers, sconces, lanterns,

mirror frames, grates, screens andmore. The results are then

ready to provide an exotic taste of Morocco anywhere in the

world.

Brass is extensively used inMoroccan lighting and takes on

many forms. Once we receive the design, an extensive

collaborative stage commences where the fretwork pattern is

hand-drawn. The design is then traced onto paper and forms

part of the template that is placed onto sheets of solid brass.

Tiny jewellers’ saws are then used to hand pierce the metal

work in the chosen design.

Our lamps are available in a range of designs: fromwell-known

traditional styles, floral motifs and calligraphy, to an entirely

unique design for your individual project. Our lamps

complement not only oriental interiors but also add colour,

texture, and patterns to a modern home.
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Damascene work consists of inlaying silver threads in grooves.

They are carefully hammered into the indentations on the metal

surface, to embed a pattern or design in a contrasting colour. A

tiny hammer must be used to achieve the fine details and every

piece of damascene is unique.

Today, there are only four workshops inMeknes capable of

practising this discipline – it remains one of the last cities in the

world where this trade still exists. Wework with Abd El Jalil,

one of the remaining four practising this art.

A damascene plate can be used as a centre piece or a wall plate.

Damascene mirrors, lamps and animal figures are the perfect

addition to any contemporary interior.
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Morocco is well known for its leather work, being one of the

highest exporter of leather in the world. To this day, leather

artisans continue to make leather ottomans. Goat skin and calf

skin are prepared with the hides coming from the High Atlas

and theMiddle Atlas mountains. Leather colours are extracted

naturally from plants andminerals.

Our leather ottomans are a must have home accessory; They

are multi-functional around the home; use as a foot-stool or

seat around the coffee table, and also a great addition to kids'

rooms or nurseries. Our ottomans offer easy customisation

options—popular traditional designs in varying colours to

contemporary designs for elegant homes.

LEATHER
WORK
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Fez embroidery, takes the name of the city of Fez, where it

originated. The city of Fez is often considered the cultural

capital of Morocco. This embroidery is both beautiful and

unique. The special aspect of Fesi embroidery is that the back of

the fabric has the same design as the front. There are no knots

or tangles hidden underneath the tablecloth, but the reversible

pattern is perfectly displayed when you flip the fabric over. In

fact, it might be hard to tell which side is the front and which is

the back!

We offer flexible options for customised cushion covers, table

runners, and bedspreads. The pattern of Fez embroidery is

usually floral or geometric. However, there can also be

symbolism in the patterns chosen. The Hand of Fatima is a

popular choice with our clients.
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CUSTOMISAT ION

All of our products are one-of-a-

kind, and so are you.Wewant to

help you express your personality

through our fully customisable

collection. From the size to colours

and even the material. We will help

you create a charismatic interior

that matches your style and needs.

Contact our customer service team

on SUPPORT@ JURANDE .EU and a

member of our teamwill assist you

with your request.
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We love working with interior

designers, stylists, architects, and

decorators to find unique pieces

that are perfect for your projects

and connect with your clients.

We offer exclusive options to our

trading partners, including, but not

limited to, attractive commission

rates and bespoke creation and

customisation of our products.

We understand that our pieces

often need to be seen in a space

before committing to a purchase,

and are happy to provide trial

options (depending on where you

are) so you can be sure each piece

works perfectly with your overall

design.

Apply to become a trade client

today. Email us your details at

SUPPORT@ JURANDE .EU
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TRADE PARTNERS
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COLLECT ION

Discover our 2020 Limited Edition

collection. All items are carefully

curated and one-of-a-kind pieces

handmade by our artisans.

Delivered directly from the

workshops inMorocco to the rest of

the world – order online on

WWW . JURANDE .EU
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Exquisite Wine Red Kilim Rug

282×160cm

Small Vintage Patterned Rug with

Sequins

100×153cm

Small Vintage Red & White Sequinned

Rug

90×150cm

Blue Zemmour Kilim Rug

160×100cm

Black & White Patterned Rug

200×100cm

Hand-knotted Marmoucha Rug

Variations

160 ×265cm

215×310cm

Chequered Marmoucha Rug

107×170cm

RUGS
COLLECTION
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Large Vintage Sequined Bridal Throw

150×250cm

Small Vintage Sequined Bridal Throw

80×180cm

Patterned Vintage Rug

266×148cm

Emerald Green Patterned Rug

238×144cm

Kilim Rug Beni Ouarain Style

200×300cm

THROWS
COLLECTION
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Exquisite Damascene Plate

Ø40cm

Square Leather Ottoman

60×60×35cm

Colour Variations

Camel

Brown

Black

Round Leather Ottoman

60×40cm

Colour Variations

Camel

Brown

Black

Square Handira Bridal Pouf

70×60×30cm

OTTOMANS & POUFS
COLLECTION

WALL PLATES
COLLECTION
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Brass Round Floor Lamp

35cm

Moroccan Brass Hanging Round Lamp

Ø40cm

Large Moroccan Brass Floor Lamp

66×20cm

Three-in-one Tear-Drop Brass Lamp

Each Lamp

16×30cm

Brass Cylinder Hanging Lamp

Variations

40×8cm

50×8cm

60×8cm

LAMPS
COLLECTION
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Fez Embroidered Cushion Covers

Wine Red

Variations

40×40cm

30×50cm

40×60cm

Fez Embroidered Cushion Covers

Black

Variations

40×40cm

30×50cm

40×60cm

Fez Embroidered Cushion Covers

Blue

Variations

40×40cm

30×50cm

40×60cm

EMBROIDERY
COLLECTION
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Douali SAS

10 rue de la Paix

75002 Paris

France

+33 6 83 95 20 18

SUPPORT@ JURANDE .EU
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